MEDITECH Nursing Solutions

Open Options

How to Increase Mobility, Decrease Cognitive Burden on Nurses, & Save Money — All at Once

MEDITECH believes nurses should have options — because there's no one-size-fits-all solution for every scenario. You shouldn’t need to push a bulky WOW into the room for every aspirin request, and a mobile device alone may not make sense for the full morning medication rounds. MEDITECH's Nursing Solutions are about approaching each task with the best tool for the job. We’re relieving cognitive burden and sparing resources for higher quality care.

We know that nurses wear a lot of hats during a single shift, so we've opened up more innovative options for them to deliver care their own way. Here are some use cases that demonstrate how MEDITECH provides the flexibility nurses need:

Easy, Accurate Handoffs
Start your shift seeing the big picture, with a robust report from the off-going nurse.

Point of Care
Record vitals and administer meds without lugging cumbersome technology into patients’ rooms.

Med Pass
Rely on the capacity of your WOWs as you make regular medication rounds with ease.

Start your shift seeing the big picture on a tablet...

Keep Moving Forward

“It definitely makes it quicker and easier to use with your patients on your status board. Just go up to them, scan, and get right to what you are doing.”

Michelle Rome, BSN, RNC - MNN, Woman's Hospital, on using a handheld device
"When you have a second...?"
Complete patient requests on-the-fly, and pivot back to the task at hand.

Patient Discharge
When they’re ready to go, you will be, too. Grab a tablet to review with the patient all they need to know as they leave.

Warm Handoff
Incoming and outgoing nurses consult while keeping their focus on the patient.

MEDITECH's innovative nursing solutions are empowering nurses with choices. By letting nurses select the best tool for the job, caregivers are leaving their shifts knowing they provided real, hands-on care — boosted by agile technology that stays out of the way.

Nurse Mobility Pays for Itself at KDMC
“Moving to a web-based solution allowed us to reduce our 3rd party network licensing costs by over two-thirds. That’s more than $40,000 in annual savings — which is expected to go up as we eliminate additional servers.”

Carl Smith,
CIO, King's Daughters Medical Center

Designed with Nurses, Preferred by Nurses
When nurses and therapists practice with the smart devices they already know and love, it’s a win-win for them and their patients. Nurses ranked MEDITECH #1 for Functionality and Usability in the 2020 Black Book survey.